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A Baffling
Detective Novelet

By Frederick C. Davis

CHAPTER I
THE GUARDED CORPSE

WINGING his car off Sycamore Drive and
into the great stone gate, the young man
known as “Death-Notice” Dayle let it drift

to a stop.
The beams of the headlights, streaming

across a white-columned portico, focused on a
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black wreath which announced to all who came
that not many hours ago death had preceded them

through this door.
Marking the home of Alden Sellway, it put

an abrupt period to Sellway’s brilliant career as a
builder of airplanes.

Yesterday morning’s headlines had
announced the shockingly unexpected news that

Death-Notice Dayle, obituary solicitor extraordinary, was
trying to sell the wrong client. For the corpse in the coffin

suddenly took it on the lam and left the embalmer waiting on
the morgue steps.
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Sellway had succumbed in his sleep the previous
evening. As Dayle alertly eyed the house where
Sellway’s body now lay, other headlines marched
through his mind—scareheads piling sensation
upon sensation.

Today a black banner had shouted: “Police
Suspect Sellway Poisoned!” Later editions had
cried: “Cyanide Found in Sellway’s Capsules!”
Developments had rapidly followed, jolting
Dayle: “Philip Thorne Disappears; Suspected in
Sellway Killing!” And the latest editions today
had howled: “Thorne Still Missing; Police Search
Spreads!”

Realizing how doggedly an army of cops was
hunting for his friend Phil Thorne, the young man
known as Death-Notice Dayle carefully scanned
the grounds as he neared the Sellway house.

Easing his car deeper along the curving drive,
he tried to assure himself that no detectives were
spotting the place. The wind was rattling in the
lilacs and the elms were creaking overhead, filling
the night with such a confusion of sounds and
movements that he could not be certain. Driving
on slowly toward the broad steps, he spoke quietly
over his shoulder.

“Watch yourself. Stay here.”
In the rear-view mirror he glimpsed the dim

reflection of a face. It was a young man’s face,
with earnest eyes and a firmly fixed mouth. At
once, heeding Dayle’s warning, the young man
again sank deep into the blackness inside the car.

He was the reason why Dayle was
approaching the Sellway home with such
painstaking caution.

ESS than an hour ago Dayle had received the
phone call. He had immediately recognized

the voice on the wire, though it had spoken
breathlessly, without identifying itself. It had
made an appeal which, warmly sympathetic as he
was, he could not ignore. Though realizing the
danger in his move, he had driven rapidly out of
the city to a remote crossroads.

There he had kept the anxiously appointed
rendezvous. During the twelve-mile trip back, a
secret passenger had huddled behind Dayle,
desperate to keep himself under cover until he
could reach this house of death.

Nerves tight, Dayle braked behind two cars
that were waiting in front of the house. He

reached for the radio. News bulletins concerning
the Sellway case had been coming over it at
frequent intervals. Another was being announced
while Dayle’s hand lingered on the switch.

“The result of their thorough-going inquiry,
the police state, is that they have found no one
who might have a motive for poisoning Sellway
except Philip Thorne, the free-lance aeronautics
expert, who remains missing.

“The district attorney has announced that
anyone aiding Thorne’s escape will be judged
equally guilty under the law. The police believe
that Thorne will be forced out of hiding within a
few hours, together with any persons who may
have harbored him. Once taken into custody,
Philip Thorne will be charged with the first degree
murder of the father of the girl he was informally
engaged to marry—Ruth Sellway.”

Dayle grimly clicked the switch and spoke
again into the darkness concealing the fugitive.

“Keep out of sight, Phil. I’ll bring her out—if
I can.”

Having brought Phil Thorne secretly back to
the doorstep of the victim whom Thorne was
believed to have poisoned, Dayle left his car—left
the hunted man still hidden inside it.

He mounted the steps to the door on which
the black wreath hung. The windows of the house
were dim, draped by heavy curtains. When the
wind relented a moment, allowing the bushes and
the trees to grow still, it became a hushed place—-
almost as silent as if it were deserted. Feeling a
strange atmosphere brooding over it, Dayle lifted
his hand to the knocker. Its clacking noise seemed
to reverberate throughout the house. But there was
no answer.

Waiting, Dayle heard voices. They were
issuing from somewhere in the rear of the house—
a girl’s voice, strained and lifted with anxiety, and
two men’s, one gruff, the other edged.

Engaged in an altercation, they were paying
no heed to Dayle’s summons at the door. Their
voices went on, clashing more sharply, until
Dayle heard the girl cry out, as if the men’s
insistence had suddenly become intolerable to her.

“I won’t let you touch him—won’t let you
kill him!” Then again the house was hushed.
Looking across his shoulder, warning Phil Thorne
with a careful gesture to remain in hiding, Dayle
quietly depressed the latch and opened the
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entrance. He stepped into a long, gloomy hall.
Now the voices were not speaking. Instead,

he heard heels beating on the floor, as if one of the
men was agitatedly pacing back and forth. The
girl was quietly sobbing. Even these sounds
ceased after a moment, while Dayle stood gazing
into a front room that was filled with a dim,
flickering light.

He was drawn to the coffin sitting there, and
as he moved into the glow of the tall, thin candles
burning at its head and foot, amazement widened
his eyes.

The flames drifted, throwing their shine upon
a bank of beribboned wreaths and pale flowers.
They glowed over the rows of folding chairs
which awaited the mourners. According to the
announcements printed in the Item, the funeral
would take place at noon tomorrow.

Everything was now in readiness for the final
service, Dayle saw—except that the body of
Alden Sellway was absent.

The candlelight wavered on the tufted lining
of the casket, rippled on a pillow. A long
indentation remained in the glistening softness of
the satin, but the dead man was resting there no
longer.

Standing alone beside the empty coffin,
Death-Notice Dayle wondered where the corpse
had gone.

S QUICK footfalls came down the hall,
Dayle turned. The two men who appeared, he

surmised, were the same two whose voices had
been lifted in anger. Both of them were agitated,
pale. They caught sight of Dayle and halted, the
indignant determination in their eyes changing to
quick alarm.

“Dennis Dayle! You’ve heard?”
Dr. Anthony Croft asked the question

brusquely, his shaggy eyebrows lowered—a
burly, bearlike man of forceful presence and
forbidding scowl. He could not mean the death of
Alden Sellway, or even the theory of murder, for
the service wires had already carried this news
over the entire country. He was concerned about a
matter that was quite different—and, perhaps,
secret.

“You’ve heard? Then let it go no further! I
can’t let you make capital of this ghastly thing—-
can’t permit you to print a word of it in the Item.”

“I’m not a reporter, doctor,” Dayle said. “My
specialty is death notices.”

Death was Dayle’s job, in much the same
way that it was the job of his closest associates,
the city’s morticians. As death made its inevitable
rounds, visiting several score of homes in the city
every twenty-four hours, Dayle followed in its
dark steps.

A solicitor of paid insertions for the Item, he
called on each bereaved family in turn, with his
quietly reassuring manner and his sympathetic
smile, just as he was visiting the Sellway
residence tonight.

“But if it’s news—” he added.
“It must remain a private matter, Dayle,

strictly private!” Dr. Croft insisted. “Ruth has
simply suffered an overwhelming shock—first her
father’s sudden death, then learning that the man
she loves is being hunted for killing him. Too
great a shock. Naturally it has affected her mind a
bit—but only temporarily, of course. This horrible
thing she’s doing is a form of escape, an effort to
wipe the truth out of existence—but in a few
hours, I’m sure, Ruth will realize how wrong she
is.”

In Dr. Croft’s intense eyes Dayle searched
for the full meaning of his cryptic plea. He asked
shrewdly—a shot in the dark: “But suppose Ruth
is right?”

Croft’s scowl darkened. “As Alden Sellway’s
physician for the past eight years,” he asserted, “I
assure you that Ruth is making a hideous mistake.
But because she insisted on them, I have made
every known test. The results are negative, yet she
refuses to accept them. We cannot permit her to
keep on with this thing, Dayle. There must be no
publicity, even though she’s forcing us to resort to
extreme measures in order to avoid a ghastly
scandal.”

Still feeling his way, Dayle said quietly,
“I’ve known Ruth ever since we were kids,
doctor. She’s strong-willed, but very clear-
minded. She must have sound reasons for
insisting.”

“Nonsense!” Croft growled. “We’ve
humored her—yielded even to the extent of
agreeing that the body must not be embalmed. But
now—good lord, this is too much!”

Croft straightened, his eyes fierce. “For my
part, Dayle, I’ve taken my stand. Ruth must be
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stopped in spite of herself. Whatever drastic
tactics are necessary, we must take them now—
make sure at once that Alden Sellway will be
peacefully and decently buried!”

Dr. Croft’s agitation was so great that his
self-control threatened to break. He turned
abruptly and strode from the house—-strode
toward the car in which Dayle had left Philip
Thorne hiding.

AYLE scarcely breathed until he heard Croft
hastening away. As the noises of the doctor’s

car faded toward the big gate, Dayle again gazed,
his wonderment mounting, into the vacant coffin
of Alden Sellway.

The second of the two men remained,
intently estimating Dayle.

His face resembled that of the fugitive whom
Dayle had brought secretly to this house—-a
pallid face that did not often see the sun. He was
Roger Thorne, Phil’s younger brother, whose
ambitions lay in the field of architecture. While
studying for his state exams, which he must pass
in order to open an accredited office of his own,
he was working as a draughtsman on the staff of
the city’s busiest architect. In his greenish-blue
eyes Dayle saw the same feverish strain that had
overworn the patience of Dr. Croft.

“Dennis,” he said quickly, “if you have any
influence with Ruth, for Pete’s sake try to bring
her back to her senses! She’s trying to help Phil,
but actually she’s making it worse for him, and for
herself as well. So much worse that they’ll be
certain to convict him of the murder—and perhaps
even name her as an accomplice.”

Dayle’s eyebrows lifted. “Is it possible,
Roger, that you believe your brother is guilty?”

“No, I don’t believe it,” Roger Thorne
answered swiftly. He toyed with the ruby ring he
wore on his left hand. His nails glistened; he was
smartly groomed, and always smelled of his
barber’s lotions. “At least, I’m trying my best to
avoid that. But now—Ruth—She believes it. This
thing she’s doing shows she’s sure of it!”

“She knows that the man she wants to marry
killed her father?” Dayle’s question was quick.
“And knowing that, she’s protecting him from the
police?”

“Dennis,” Roger Thorne said earnestly, “I
want to deny it—and I can’t. She must know.

What other reasonable explanation can there be
for all this? She’s so much in love with Phil—
she’s convinced herself—that if she doesn’t do it,
he’s certain to go to the chair.”

“Surely she doesn’t admit that Phil is guilty!”
Dayle said.

“No, not in words. She makes fantastic
excuses. But her actions—

“It hurts me to say it, but there can be only
one real reason why she’s doing this. It’s to
prevent the police from proving that Phil is guilty
of killing her father.”

“I think we all want to keep them from
proving that, if we can,” Dayle said.

“Of course! I’ve retained the best trial lawyer
in the state for Phil. We’ll do everything possible
to clear him. But—” Roger Thorne anxiously
shook his perfectly trimmed head. “I’ve just been
called back to headquarters. They want to
question me again. But I’m not going.”

“Not going?” Dayle blurted. “Then they’ll
come for you. If you refuse to talk, it will make
matters look even worse for Phil.”

“They won’t find me, Dennis!” the fugitive’s
brother exclaimed. “Good lord, the case is already
so black against Phil—hopeless now. But they
want to make it even stronger. That’s why they
want to grill me. I’m afraid they’ll trick me into
saying something that will hurt Phil—and that’s
why I’m going to get out of the state until it’s all
over. I’m leaving right now, because I’m forced to
do it—thanks to Ruth!”

Moments later, Dayle heard him start his car,
unaware that his brother was hiding only a few
yards away. In half a minute Roger Thorne was
gone and Dayle stood alone in the hush.

He turned from the empty coffin. The L of
the hall led him toward a room in the rear corner
of the house—Alden Sellway’s study. Bright light
streamed from its partly open door. Through it
Dayle saw Ruth. She had dropped to her knees
beside a studio couch and she was speaking in a
low, pleading voice.

“Father!” she was murmuring. “You can hear
me, father—I know you can hear!”

Amazement slowed Dayle’s steps. He could
see a figure lying full length on the couch. The
glow of a lamp shone over it—the body of Alden
Sellway. Ruth’s hands were closed on the cold
hands of her father and her voice was insistent,
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beseeching.
“Answer me! Please, father, please answer

me!”
She heard Dayle’s step. Though his approach

was quiet, she reacted to it as if it were a signal of
alarm. At once she sprang up. Her high heels
tapped across the study. She became a silhouette
that vanished as she closed the door. The key
twisted in the lock; and as Dayle halted he
realized that the last thing he had seen was a gun
gripped in Ruth Sellway’s hand.

“I won’t let you in!” Her voice penetrated the
locked door with a ringing note of defiance. “If
you try to come near him I’ll shoot!”

CHAPTER II
LET THE GRAVE WAIT

OW there was silence behind the door. Dayle
listened keenly, making sure that he and the

girl were alone in the house—alone with the body
she was guarding.

He was mystified. Knowing death so well, he
had grown able to sense its presence with uncanny
accuracy. Solid walls might separate him from it,
but when it was near he could feel its nearness as
a cold twinge, like that another person might feel
when entering the still gloom of a mausoleum.
Facing the door behind which Alden Sellway lay,
he told himself he should be feeling it now. But
the chill hadn’t come.

Something—some weird quality that Dayle
had never before met—was stifling his instinctive
reaction.

“It’s Dennis Dayle, Ruth,” he said softly.
“I’ve brought a message from Phil.”

“From Phil!” he heard her blurt. There was
distrust in her; he felt that she hadn’t recognized
his face in the dim light of the hall, that now she
was trying to believe he had come as a friend.
“Dennis—do you mean they haven’t caught
him—he’s still safe from them?”

“I’ve brought him here,” Dayle said. “He’s
waiting outside, anxious for a chance to see you.
He wants to tell you he had nothing to do with it,
Ruth—but first I’ve got to talk to you.”

Dayle heard the key turning again,
cautiously, in the lock. Ruth Sellway slowly
opened the door. The gun remained in her hand as

her blue eyes scanned Dayle’s face. In it she
found reassurance. She stepped out quickly, and
before she closed the door behind her Dayle again
glimpsed the still figure on the couch.

“Phil doesn’t need to tell me that, Dennis. I
know I can prove he couldn’t have done it, if only
they’ll give me the chance. I need time, Dennis—
only a few days, perhaps only a few hours—but I
must have a little time.”

She was pale-lipped, worn from lack of
sleep. Yet her chin was lifted, and Dayle saw that,
strangely, there was no grief in her eyes, not a
suggestion of sorrow.

“Come with me, Ruth,” he said. “We’re
alone now, and Phil’s waiting in my car. I’ll take
you to him.”

“No!” The word was a cry that startled
Dayle. “I can’t leave this room, even for a
moment. I don’t dare leave father!”

She had thrown herself back against the door.
Distrust again shone in her eyes. But she gripped
herself and spoke more quietly.

“I must stay, Dennis—and it would be too
dangerous to bring Phil in here. Tell him to go
where it’s safer to keep on hiding until I’ve shown
everyone that there’s no reason for the police to
hound him.”

Dayle reached out, closed his hands on
Ruth’s arms and felt her flinch.

“Let’s understand this, Ruth. I’m Phil’s
friend, and yours. We can’t believe he’s guilty.
But we’ve got to realize that the evidence against
him is very strong.”

Listening into the room behind her, Ruth did
not answer.

“Everything points to him, Ruth. You’re not
yet eighteen. Your father’s permission was
absolutely necessary before you could marry Phil,
and he flatly refuses. Phil is broke. The twenty
thousand he inherited from his uncle two years
ago is all gone, poured into his expensive
researches. More than that, he’s spent every cent
he could borrow—he’s heavily in debt,
desperately in need of money.”

Ruth was silent.

OR years now Phil has been trying to sell
the new airfoil he’s been developing, and

every airplane manufacturer in the country has
dismissed it as a worthless dream, except Alden

N
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Sellway,” Dayle went on rapidly. “Your father
was the only one willing to give it a working test.

“Purely for your sake, Ruth, he agreed to use
it, but only under a royalty contract so low that
Phil couldn’t recover his investment within twenty
years. And now, suddenly, everything is changed,
because your father no longer stands in his way.”

The defiant gleam in Ruth’s eyes grew
brighter, still she did not speak.

“Now you’re free to marry Phil,” Dayle went
on. “You’re inheriting the controlling interest in
your father’s plant, which would give him a
priceless opportunity to establish the value of his
airfoil, and to cash in on it as he never could
otherwise. Married to you, he’d face no more
heartbreaking obstacles—-he’d become rich, his
future assured. The police say that’s why he killed
your father, and nobody can deny that it’s a
powerful motive, that the charge of homicide is
justified.”

A strange, confident smile was forming on
Ruth’s pale lips as Dayle paused, then went on.

“We must realize all this, Ruth. It’s even
known that Phil had an opportunity. Evening
before last he came here, hoping he could induce
your father to offer him a better contract. He came
alone to this very room. Alden Sellway, taking a
nap as he always did before dinner, was lying on
that couch. On the table beside him, while he
slept, stood a bottle of medicinal capsules. He was
taking them every four hours under Dr. Croft’s
orders. Then later, after Phil was gone—-

“Your Aunt Caroline tried to waken your
father—and couldn’t. Dr. Croft, called in,
pronounced him dead, but couldn’t account for the
suddenness of it. Next morning the police found
cyanide in a number of capsules mixed in with the
others. You knew the case against Phil was so
black, Ruth, that you warned him by phone of
what the police had discovered.”

“I told him they were coming to arrest him,”
Ruth admitted evenly. “And I promised him I’d
prove he didn’t do it, if only they’d give me
enough time.”

“But why do you believe in him so
completely?” Dayle asked. “In the face of all this
damning evidence, what makes you so sure he’s
innocent?”

“I know that father is not dead.”
Dayle stared at her. He remembered the first

headlines announcing Alden Sellway’s death, the
others that had followed, screaming murder. He
recalled the fragrance of the flowers heaped about
the casket, the chairs awaiting the mourners. He
knew that the arrangements for the funeral were
completed—that in the morning a hearse would
come to carry the body of Alden Sellway to a
newly dug grave.

Ruth Sellway was stanchly denying all this,
and as Dayle stared at her he remembered too that
when approaching this door, which she was
guarding, he had failed to feel that instinctive chill
twinge which invariably marked his nearness to
one who had died.

“Father is not dead, Dennis,” the girl said
again, her voice so firm that despite the shock of
her words he could not bring himself to doubt her
completely. “Not really dead.”

A noise startled Ruth and quickened Dayle’s
pulse—the gritting of tires in the driveway. Two
cars were swinging toward the portico, advancing
upon Dayle’s car and the fugitive he had left
hidden inside it.

He listened at the girl’s side, and as the
entrance opened the breath came from his lungs in
a surge of relief. Phil Thorne’s presence, he
judged, had not been discovered by the several
persons who entered the hall. They did not
immediately come into the L. Their footfalls
moved into the room where the empty coffin sat
in the candlelight.

“It’s Aunt Caroline and Uncle Edward,” Ruth
whispered. “When I refused to let them go ahead
with the arrangements they went to someone in
authority—about father. But I won’t—I won’t let
them touch him!”

There were voices in the front of the house—
an ominous rumble mixing with a woman’s
indignant twang. Fearful of them, Ruth tugged
Dayle inside the study and at once turned the key
in the lock. The automatic still in her hand, she
listened while Boyle gazed at the man—or
corpse—lying on the couch.

LDEN SELLWAY was surrounded by his
familiar things—his desk with rolled

blueprints on it, his books, his pipes. At his head,
and near the window, stood the table on which his
thermos jug and medicine bottles had customarily
rested. Fully clothed, he seemed to be dozing, but
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Dayle, bending over him, saw no sign of
breathing. His fingers on Sellway’s wrist, he felt
the coldness of Sellway’s flesh, but not the
slightest pulse.

Yet Sellway’s daughter insisted that he still
lived. Alone here with him, the curtains closely
drawn, the door barred, she had been guarding
him for many long hours.

“They’re all against me, Dennis,” Ruth said
breathlessly. “None of them will listen. But I want
you to believe me. There’s not much time—
they’ll be coming back here soon, to take father
away—if they can.”

Dayle carefully lifted one of Alden Sellway’s
eyelids, gazed at the glassy eyeball and slowly
shook his head.

“But he’s not dead, Dennis!” The girl’s voice
was raggedly insistent, as if her endurance had
almost reached the breaking point. “He’s just
asleep—deeply asleep—so profoundly asleep that
he seems to be dead, but he’s really living.”

Dayle said quietly, “You seem to have no
doubt of it, Ruth.”

“I know! There’s not enough time to explain
it fully—but it happened once before, years before
I was born. Timothy Durkee was father’s doctor
then, and he was wise enough to recognize the
condition, because he knew father had been ill,
working much too hard. It was catalepsy, Dennis.
It lasted only a few hours, but it was the same as
this—the same, and it wasn’t death.”

She added quickly, “I haven’t been able to
reach Dr. Durkee, but I’m sure he would back me
up—if only I could find him!”

The name of Timothy Durkee wandered
through Dayle’s memory. It was years since he
had heard any mention of the eccentric old
physician.

“No one else knows that it happened to father
once before—no one but Dr. Durkee and me,”
Ruth went on. “This time it’s more severe. I
became sure of it the night before last when Dr.
Croft admitted he could give no sound reason
for—for what he called father’s sudden death. I
know Dr. Durkee could explain it. Dennis, do you
know where he can be found?”

“No,” Dayle admitted. “But—”
“Without support, I can’t prove it,” the girl

continued, her words rushing. “There are no tests
that can show the difference between death and

suspended animation. There’s only one sure
way—to wait in the hope that father will recover.
But it will take time—time they won’t let me
have.”

Ruth’s breath caught as the sound of footfalls
began coming down the hall.

“They think I’ve lost my mind,” she said
with swift bitterness. “Perhaps I did go mad, a
little, when I realized how blind they are, and
what they were going to do to father. To fill his
veins with embalming fluid—to bury him before
giving him time to recover—and yesterday, when
they accused Phil of murdering him and spoke of
an autopsy.

“Don’t you see, Dennis, it would kill him!
That’s why I brought father to this room—
yesterday, when no one was watching—carried
him in my arms—and locked the door to keep
them out.”

Listening to the footfalls coming down the
hall, Dayle realized the gravity of Ruth’s
predicament. If Alden Sellway was not actually
dead, then, certainly, Phil Thorne could not be
guilty of killing him. If Thorne had not poisoned
Ruth’s father, an autopsy would prove it—but at
the cost of Alden Sellway’s life.

Resorting to the only means that could
possibly solve her dilemma, Ruth was playing for
time in the hope that her father would soon arise
as if from the dead.

AYLE remembered that already Ruth’s
purpose was dangerously misunderstood. Dr.

Anthony Croft had declared, “This horrible
mistake she’s making is a form of escape, an
effort to wipe the truth out of existence.”

Even Roger Thorne, the accused man’s
brother, had asserted, “Ruth believes Phil is
guilty. That’s why she’s preventing the police
from proving that Phil killed her father.”

Now the footsteps were close.
“Ruth,” Dayle said, “I’ll do my best to find

Dr. Durkee.”
Gratitude lighted her eyes. “If only you can,

Dennis! It’s so terribly important! Please bring
him here at the soonest possible—”

The footfalls had stopped. A knock on the
door interrupted. A gruff voice growled through
the panels.

“This is Inspector Smoot. Now look here,

D
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Miss Sellway, we can’t let you delay our
investigation any further. Unless you open this
door—”

Dayle turned the key. Cautioning Ruth to
remain behind him, he sidled out. At once the girl
shut the door. Inspector Smoot, poised to thrust
himself inside, was halted, his square face flushed
with anger. A faint smile played across Dayle’s
lips.

“Not just yet, inspector. Later, perhaps.”
Mike Smoot was a blunt-chinned giant who

took pride in the steamroller forcefulness of his
methods and the tall, broad-brimmed white hat he
constantly wore. He was wearing it now, even
inside this house of death. His gaze was hostile, a
habitual squint. Startled for a moment at seeing
Dayle emerge from the guarded study, his face
fixed into wiry lines.

“You again?” he drawled, his tone icy.
“Getting yourself mixed up in another murder
case? I wouldn’t recommend it, Jack. It’s an easy
way to get yourself hurt, especially this time.”

“The name is Dennis, inspector,” Dayle
reminded him. Whenever he faced the stony-
minded Smoot their mutual animosity was
aroused. “And so far as I can see, there isn’t any
murder.”

The woman standing behind Smoot sniffed.
Tall, thin and stern, Alden Sellway’s sister
Caroline had taken charge of the house following
the death of Ruth’s mother years ago. Sellway’s
will included her, Dayle knew, as well as her
husband—the shifty-eyed, improvident lawyer
standing at her side. An unimaginative,
thoroughly respectable pair, they obviously felt
that Ruth was creating an abhorrent scandal, that
she deserved no spark of sympathy from them.

“Ruth!” Caroline Rankin said sharply over
Dayle’s shoulder. “We have decided to give you
one last chance to reconsider. We will grant you a
few more hours, my dear. Then, unless you come
to your senses, we’ll be forced to take steps which
will be most unpleasant for us all.”

Through the door Ruth said earnestly, “I
won’t let you come into this room—won’t let you
come near him!”

Aunt Caroline tossed her head and sniffed
again. “She’ll soon change her tune, inspector.
She’s already spent one night without sleep, and
she’ll soon have gone twenty-four hours without

food. Naturally she can’t hold out much longer.
Before morning we’ll find our chance, I think. If
not—then we’ve agreed that the law’s demands
must be met and the funeral must not be
postponed.”

Ruth’s voice lifted behind Dayle. “Dennis!”
she called through the door. “Find Dr. Durkee!
Bring him, bring him!”

Mike Smoot was still eyeing Dayle. “Pay no
attention to her, Jack. She’s not quite right in the
head. Anyway, it won’t feel good if you get
yourself tangled up as an accomplice, like she’s
doing. We might give her a break, Jack, but not
you. Take a tip and get clear.”

“Thanks for the advice, inspector,” Dayle
said. “Please try to remember that the name is
Dennis—and good night.”

He strode to the entrance. Running down the
broad steps of the portico, he again glanced all
around, deep into the blustery night. Sliding under
the wheel of his car, he spoke into the darkness
behind him.

“You can’t see Ruth now, Phil. But later—”
He paused, twisting around, eyebrows drawn
together. “Phil!”

There was no one to hear him. Philip Thorne
was gone.

CHAPTER III
RIDDLE OF DEATH

HEN Dayle entered the Item plant the big
cylinders in the basement were rumbling.

Passing the advertising department and parting the
swinging doors of the city room, he stepped into
an atmosphere of feverish hustle. Typewriters and
teletypes were clattering. The tow-headed copy
boy was scurrying from desk to desk, distributing
copies of an edition fresh from the presses.

The new headline jarred Dayle. Blackly it
shouted: “Sellway Murder Thorne’s Second,
Police Say, Reopening Old Case!”

Staring at it, Dayle crossed the littered floor
to the city desk. Perched on the edge of his chair,
Neal Bannon, the city editor, was cutting into a
sheaf of fresh copy with his blue pencil.

“This new stuff about Phil Thorne, Neal,”
Dayle said quickly, skimming down the columns.
“Apparently Smoot isn’t releasing the full story.
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But what’s the real dope?”
Bannon worked rapidly for another moment,

letting him wonder. Dayle did not know with what
purpose Phil Thorne had disappeared from his car
at the Sellway place. Deciding that Smoot had
probably posted several detectives on the grounds,
he had been obliged to leave without making a
search for Thorne. Now the accusations against
Thorne were multiplied, shaking Dayle’s hope
that he might find some way of helping Ruth
prove him innocent.

“I’m busy as hell, Den—no time to talk right
now,” Bannon said, glancing up. “But it’s simple
enough. Phil’s uncle, Hathaway Thorne, died
mysteriously two years ago. Smoot smelled
murder but couldn’t prove it. Ever since then,
though, he’s been plugging at it. Just when he was
getting pretty close to the answer, the Sellway
case broke. The payoff is that both deaths—Uncle
Hathaway’s and Sellway’s—follow exactly the
same lines. All that adds up to plenty of
murdering on Phil Thorne’s part.”

“You mean that to Smoot’s way of thinking,”
Dayle said, “Phil’s guilt in the Sellway case
proves he’s also guilty of his uncle’s death two
years ago?”

“Right,” Bannon said. “Sorry I’ve no time to
explain the setup. Come back after I’ve put the
final to bed. But I can tell you this much, here and
now. I wouldn’t bet a dime to a thousand bucks on
Phil Thorne’s chances of beating the rap.”

Bannon’s blue pencil again flew over the
copy he was preparing for the Item’s next edition.
Dayle was obliged to abandon his questions.

Returning to his purpose of locating Dr.
Timothy Durkee, he looked into the telephone
book, then into the city directory. The most recent
listing of the physician, he found, was in a
directory eight years old. He turned to the Item’s
morgue to probe further.

It was a murky room lined with scarred file
cases and bound volumes of back issues now
yellowed with age. In a drawer Dayle found a
smudged envelope marked with Durkee’s name
and stuffed with newspaper clippings. Most of
them were dried to brittleness, but the freshest
among them yielded the information he sought.

News rating only a few lines, the item was
headed: “Durkee Again Arrested, Released.”
Stating that Timothy Durkee, formerly one of the

city’s most prominent physicians, had been held
overnight at police headquarters under charges of
drunkenness and vagrancy, it concluded:

“Having long ago abandoned his friends and
associates, Durkee is now living as a recluse in a
valley north of the city known as Locust Hollow,
from which he seldom emerges.”

Dayle turned back to the swinging doors. As
he neared them they parted. The tall white hat of
Inspector Smoot loomed through. Calling, no
doubt, to make sure that he was receiving his full
measure of publicity in connection with the
Thorne manhunt, Smoot paused, his great hulk a
formidable obstacle in Dayle’s path.

“I was just wondering, Jack,” he drawled.
“Since you’re an old friend of Thorne’s, I was just
wondering if you could tell me where I might find
him.”

Smoot’s icy gray stare sent a shudder through
Dayle. It reminded him that the inspector could be
merciless to anyone who opposed him. Lips
pressed to stifle a retort that might have betrayed
his purpose, Dayle shouldered past him. As he ran
down the stairs he could feel the haunting force of
those glacial eyes.

NCE in his car he drove swiftly. A boulevard
led him northward beyond the city limits. As

he wound his way toward Locust Hallow, houses
became few and lights even fewer. Dayle swung
into a lonely road, and dusty, desolate hills
marched past. At last, turning down a steep slope,
he found a single gleam burning in the depths of
the valley.

His headlights, seeming dim in the thickness
of the night, streamed across a shack. It sat alone
beside a brook and a small truck garden that was
blighted with thirst. Its door swung open as Dayle
braked. A lean shadow of a man appeared against
the yellow shine of a lamp burning inside.

The man’s arms dangled, his neck was
scrawny and long, and he was gripping a glass
half full of liquor in one gnarled hand. His voice
struck suddenly at Dayle with the sting of a
whiplash.

“Go away!” he snarled. “Let me alone—go
back where you came from and let me alone!”

Slowly approaching him, Dayle saw that all
of this old man had deteriorated except his mind
and his eyes. Brilliant with intelligence but
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narrowed with intense bitterness, his eyes seemed
to search into the secret corners of Dayle’s mind.

“What do you want?” he asked with sharp
suspicion. “Why have you come back?”

“Come back?” Dayle said. “There’s some
mistake, Dr. Durkee. This is the first time I have
ever come here.”

“That’s a lie!” The old man’s voice crackled.
“This is your second visit. You came first a few
minutes ago, on foot. You sneaked up to this
splendid castle of mine, to spy on me in the dark. I
heard you prowling around. You ran away when I
called to you—ran away without answering,
without letting me see you. This time you’ve
come openly, but you can’t lie to me—I know the
truth. What do you want?”

Dayle merely shook his head, feeling that a
further denial would sharpen the old man’s
asperity. “I wouldn’t disturb your privacy at all,
doctor, except that it’s a matter of life or death.
Ruth Sellway needs your help. May I come in and
explain?”

“No, you may not!” Dr. Durkee emphasized
his refusal by pulling the door shut behind him. It
cut off the light, making him seem as gaunt as a
skeleton in the shadow. “The solitude of my home
is all I have left. I’ll permit no one to rob me of
that!”

His eyes were narrow lines. “Sellway, you
say. Alden Sellway’s daughter? Needs me?
Preposterous! I don’t trust you—don’t trust any
living man. Go away—go away!”

Dayle did not move. “Many years ago,
doctor, you attended Alden Sellway when he
suffered a brief attack of catalepsy. Now he has
apparently succumbed to another, and no one will
believe he’s not dead—no one but his daughter
Ruth. She must have your testimony in order to
convince them.”

The bitterness of Timothy Durkee’s laugh
mocked Dayle. “You come to me as a physician?
To me? Don’t you know that my right to practise
medicine was snatched away from me years ago?
I am no longer a man of science. I am a shiftless,
drunken, dishonored blunderer, and you, young
man—” He raised his shaking hand, stared at the
glass, then jerked it to his lips and drained it.
“You’re a fool to ask my help now!”

Gazing at him, Dayle wondered. Timothy
Durkee had once been a surgeon of stature whose

word had carried the weight of authority. No
doctor in the state had enjoyed a more lucrative
practise or a finer reputation. So devoted to his
profession that he had overworked himself, he had
resorted to liquor to fortify himself against the
wearing demands on his time and energy.

It had undone him. Excluded from his
beloved profession, he had become, after eight
wretched years, a pariah. What force would his
word carry now? Dayle was struck with
discouragement by the thought, but he persisted.

“Dr. Durkee, you alone can refute the people
who insist that Alden Sellway is dead, the rest
doesn’t matter. You still possess all your
knowledge, all your experience. Being thoroughly
familiar with Sellway’s deathlike condition, you
can diagnose it correctly. I ask you to come with
me. There’s no one else who can save him—save
him from the horror of being buried while alive.”

HE old man muttered: “Come with you? They
wouldn’t listen to me now. They’d laugh at

me, heap scorn on me, dismiss me. Look at my
shabby clothes, my ugly face, my twisted fingers.
Come with you—to that house? Tell me, young
man, is she still there—the woman—-Caroline
Rankin?”

Dr. Durkee spoke the name with such biting
hatred that Dayle hesitated to answer.

“She did this to me!” Durkee snapped.
Dayle recalled the sensational trial which had

destroyed the physician’s career. At that time he
was Alden Sellway’s doctor and also Caroline
Rankin’s. He was called upon in the middle of the
night, after a particularly exhausting day, to
perform an emergency appendectomy on
Sellway’s sister.

The liquor he had taken overwhelmed his
frayed nerves. His blunder was not serious,
though Caroline Rankin’s recovery, as a
consequence, was slow and painful. Righteously
vindictive, the woman had lodged charges of
criminal malpractise against Dr. Durkee.

Convinced that he had operated on Mrs.
Rankin while intoxicated, the jury had returned a
verdict of guilty. Durkee might have been sent to
prison and heavily fined, but a kindly judge had
spared him. There was no way, however, of
escaping the penalty of another state law
stipulating that a doctor convicted of a felony
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must be permanently deprived of his license to
practise medicine.

Remembering this, Dayle thought that
Durkee might have found a sentence of death
more merciful, and he realized how profoundly
the old man hated the woman who had brought
this worse disaster upon him.

“But Alden Sellway tried to stop her, for
your sake, doctor,” Dayle reminded him. “He
even testified on your behalf. And it’s Alden
Sellway, and Ruth, who need your help. Caroline
Rankin is opposing Ruth now as heartlessly as she
once opposed you. Unless you prevent it, she will
cause Alden Sellway’s false death to become his
real death.”

The haggard old man was silent. His eyes
glittered in the gloom as he considered Dayle’s
plea. Dayle saw a strange light kindle in them and
grow into a flame that burned almost wildly.
Abruptly he was nodding his gaunt head.

“I’ll come!” he rasped. “Go back to your
car—wait a moment. First I must find my case—I
must steady my nerves. I’ll make them listen to
me, the fools! Don’t they realize there is only one
proof—only one unquestionable proof of death?
Yes, I’ll open their blind eyes! Wait in your car,
young man—I’ll come!”

He disappeared through the door. Turning
away, Dayle heard him move hastily about the
shack, then pause. The clink of glass touching
glass followed, then a gurgling sound. Dayle was
going hopefully to his car when a sudden cry
froze him. It was a strangling, terrified shout that
burst from within the shack.

Dayle spun about, broke into a run. He heard
next the thud of a body falling to the floor. He
shouldered against the door, breaking the latch,
and just inside the shabby room he halted stiffly.

Timothy Durkee was sprawled beside the
table. A half-full bottle was rolling beside him,
amber liquid gushing from its neck. The glass
clutched in Durkee’s hand was drained, and there
were wet trickling streaks on his chin. He was
making feeble attempts to rise, but an
overwhelming weakness held him to the floor.

A furtive sound lifted Dayle’s widened eyes
to a window on the opposite side of the room. It
was open. The wind did not reach down into this
valley, but the tall weeds growing just beyond the
sill were waving. From farther beyond came a

receding rustling sound. Dayle ran out again and
veered in its direction.

The rattling noise in the weeds was moving
toward the road that descended into the valley. It
warned Dayle that a prowler was fleeing. The
lamplight shafting through the shack’s open door
was too dim to guide him. He plunged ahead, and
suddenly a black figure loomed up, a wild blow
struck Dayle squarely on the forehead.

He staggered and the attacker leaped on him.
Dayle’s heels slid in crumbling dry dirt, throwing
him off balance. As he groped blindly for support,
his wide-flung arms permitted another staggering
blow to crash to his face. He dropped, stunned.
Rolling down the slope, he heard the weeds
crackling as the prowler rushed away.

When he pulled himself up, dizzily, the
valley was again a pool of silence.

Dayle ran back to the shack. Eyes stinging in
the lamplight, he found Dr. Durkee still sprawled
on the floor, moving even more feebly. He
dropped to his knees beside the old man.

A faintly acrid smell rose with Durkee’s
surging breath. The odor of almonds told Dayle
that while Durkee was outside the door someone
had sneaked in through the window and had
dropped cyanide into the bottle.

Its powerful effect was pervading the old
man’s lean body. His hands fastened on Dayle’s
arm, he pulled himself up, trying to force his
voice out of his tightening throat. His words
sputtered.

“Only one proof of death—one positive
proof! . . . Putrefaction!”

Limply he dropped. He lay still. And gazing
down at his strangely peaceful face, Dayle felt,
certainly this time, the uncanny cold twinge that
told him another grave must be dug.

CHAPTER IV
PLEASE OMIT FLOWERS

AYLE stood tightly still in the dead man’s
shack, realizing that the voice of Timothy

Durkee—whether or not it might have saved
Alden Sellway from a living burial—was forever
silenced.

Who had learned that Dayle would come
here? Ruth’s Aunt Caroline and Edward Rankin
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had heard her urge Dayle to find Dr. Durkee.
Someone might have been listening outside Alden
Sellway’s study. “Find him, bring him!” Ruth had
begged—and now the old man could no longer
help her.

Dayle realized, too, that once Mike Smoot
learned of Durkee’s death, the inspector would
take full advantage of the opportunity to crack
down. He would grill Dayle, badger him, hold
him as a material witness or even as an
accomplice.

Certainly the inspector’s tactics would choke
off any further attempt Dayle might make to aid
Ruth Sellway. Determined to avoid this, he circled
the shabby room and opened a door connecting
with another in which there was a cot.

Returning to the old man, Dayle gently lifted
him. He carried the corpse of Timothy Durkee to
the cot, spread a blanket, then closed the door
behind him.

He hurried to his car. The headlight beams
lifted up the steep road. Below, the windows of
the isolated shack still gleamed.

Reaching the main highway, Dayle pressed
toward the city, his mind working as swiftly.

If Timothy Durkee had lived, he wondered,
how would the old doctor have diagnosed
Sellway’s condition? As catalepsy, as Ruth
hoped? If so, then Durkee had been killed by
someone who desperately wished it believed that
Sellway really was lifeless.

But on the other hand, Durkee might have
been obliged to agree with Dr. Croft, to pronounce
Sellway dead. Perhaps the murderer of Durkee
knew definitely, despite Ruth’s protests, that
Sellway’s death was a fact, that Durkee would
have so stated.

In this event, then, Durkee had been killed in
order to forestall his denying Ruth’s claim—an
act of self-protection by a person who was certain
that Sellway had actually been poisoned. Only one
person could be positive of this—the poisoner.

Dayle remembered Phil Thorne’s
disappearance from his car—recalled that
Thorne’s whereabouts and actions since then were
unknown.

Even more sharply Dayle realized that the
question of Sellway’s death remained open. He
could not yet be certain whether Ruth was right or
wrong, whether Sellway lived or was dead. He

had only one sign to follow—the failure of his
instinctive reaction when approaching the door
behind which Sellway lay—but it was a sign
which no one else would believe or understand.

The big cylinders in the basement were still
rumbling when Dayle strode into the Item plant.
Wishing to avoid attention, Dayle went first into
the washroom. The mirror showed him a trickle of
red traced across his forehead. It sprang from a
clean-cut break in the skin—a deep, raw spot left
by the blows of the prowler.

Dayle washed the blood away and brushed
the dust from his clothes. Then turning to the
stairs, he saw a hand beckoning to him from an
office of the advertising department.

It was the chubby hand of Artemas Cleary,
Dayle’s boss. Dayle found the cherubic little man
frantically busy at a desk littered with proofs of
department store ads.

“You’re following the Sellway lead?” Cleary
asked cheerfully. “Of course there’ll be a card of
thanks following the funeral—really an important
insertion, Dayle.”

“There’ll be an important insertion,” Dayle
promised quietly, “provided, of course, that there
is first a funeral.”

E LEFT Cleary to puzzle over his words. The
big room at the top of the iron stairs was still

humming with activity. Another edition had just
come off the presses, the headline howling:

“Sellway Death Proves Previous Thorne
Murder, Police Say, Promising Fugitive’s Early
Capture.”

It stirred Dayle, making more urgent the
questions he wished to ask Neal Bannon
concerning the death of Hathaway Thorne two
years ago. He was moving toward the city editor’s
desk when a girl’s voice halted him.

“Mr. Dayle! Here’s a call.”
The telephone operator was speaking to him

from the switchboard in the corner. He signaled
her that he would take the call at the desk of Pat
Marsh, the society editor, who was busy
elsewhere at the moment. When he heard the
breathless voice on the wire he eyed the operator
sharply to make sure that she was not indulging in
her habit of listening in.

“Den!” the voice said. “What’s happening?
Can you tell me? I’ve got to know!”
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It was Phil Thorne.
Dayle countered, “Where are you?”
“In the guest cottage. Nobody else is here,

and I had to get to a phone.” Dayle knew that the
cottage sat far back on the Sellway grounds,
separated from the big house by an expanse of
gardened lawn.

“I’ve been trying to get in touch with Ruth,
but I can’t. The place is being watched. Two more
men just arrived—Inspector Smoot again, and
someone else. Something strange is happening,
Den. What does it mean?”

“Stay where you are,” Dayle said quickly.
“I’m coming,” and at once he disconnected.

Dayle curbed his car on a dark street two
blocks from the Sellway home. His stride quick,
he followed a lane that led behind the property.
Pausing at a hedge, he scanned the grounds,
sensing that men stationed in the shadows were
keeping it under surveillance from all sides.

The big house remained quiet, its windows
closely curtained. The big car sitting at the
portico, Dayle saw, was Inspector Smoot’s.
Nearby, the guest cottage stood completely dark.

Dayle parted the hedge, making as little
sound as possible, and sidled through. When he
came to the cottage door he heard the knob turn
and knew that Phil Thorne had seen his approach.
Stepping in, he heard Thorne’s quick breath in the
darkness.

“What are they doing in there, Den?” Thorne
asked. “Actually going so far as to think Ruth is
mixed up in her father’s death somehow?”

“She’s in a tough spot, Phil,” Dayle
answered. “I’ve got to see her, without their
knowing it, if I can. Where have you been since
you left my car?”

 MOMENT of silence passed before Thorne
answered. “Here,” he said. “I’d already

slipped out when Smoot arrived the first time,
with Ruth’s Uncle Edward and Aunt Caroline. A
couple of detectives came with him. They moved
around, and I couldn’t get back to your car
without their spotting me, so I had to sneak into
this cottage. They’re still watching, but Den, I
can’t let them worry Ruth. If it will make them let
her alone, I’ll give myself up.”

Dayle gripped Thorne’s arm. “Not yet. See
here, Phil. There’s no time to explain now, but

Ruth needs you even more than you think.
Perhaps we can get into the house. The garden is
pretty thick between this cottage and the garage—
it’ll cover us. Are you willing to take the chance?”

Thorne said at once, “Certainly, Den, but
you—you’re asking for serious trouble. If they
catch you with me—”

“Let’s go.”
Easing out the door, Dayle dropped to a

crouch. Thorne followed him closely, bending
low. They scurried to a path leading through the
garden. The thick grass and the soughing of the
wind covered their movements.

Keenly feeling the presence of the watching
detectives, they paused beside the garage wall.
The garage joined the house, and the room in the
nearest corner was Alden Sellway’s study.
Together Dayle and Thorne crept behind the
bushes until they neared a window.

There Dayle paused with a wary gesture that
stopped Thorne behind him. A bank of clouds was
shifting away from the moon. Its glow filtered
through the foliage, flecking Dayle and Thorne.
Eyes narrowed, Dayle went down on his knees to
study the soft earth beneath the window.

It was marked. The tips of a man’s shoes had
left a group of overlapping impressions. Some of
them were old, almost obliterated by recent rains.
Others were newer, but even over these there was
a scattering of leaves shaken from the bushes by
the wind. Straightening, Dayle whispered to
Thorne.

“Did you come to this window tonight?”
“No.”
Dayle reached up. Passing his fingers over

the glass directly in front of the window latch, he
felt an arc-shaped crack and could dimly see that a
semi-circular section of the pane had been cut out
and fitted back into place. Transparent tape held it
in position. While his mind worked, Dayle gently
tapped the window.

They heard a soft gasp inside the room. Ruth
was moving toward them. The curtains parted a
little. The girl saw their faces limned against the
darkness, and at once drew back, startled,
reaching toward the lamp. The light vanished.
Then, slowly, the sash was raised.

“Phil!” Ruth whispered. “Phil!”
Dayle boosted Thorne up. He heard a glad

little sob break from Ruth’s lips as he followed. A
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smile playing across his lips, Dayle fastened the
window, closed the curtains and waited a moment
before turning on the light. As Thorne and Ruth
drew apart, his hand clung to hers.

“Lord, it’s good to be with you again,
darling! Thanks to Dennis! I’ve been trying to
find a chance to reach you, to tell you—”

Thorne broke off as he gazed into the waxy
face of Alden Sellway. The man—dead or alive,
Dayle still could not tell—lay on the couch
exactly as before. Thorne’s eyes questioned Ruth,
and at that moment there was the sound of
footfalls in the hall.

UTH turned quickly to the door. The footfalls
paused outside it as she put her hand over the

automatic lying on the table. The commanding
voice that came through was again Inspector
Smoot’s.

“Miss Sellway, we’ve given you a chance to
reconsider and now your time’s almost up.
You’ve got to open that door.”

Ruth blurted, “No!”
The second voice that spoke was dry and

brittle.
“This is Dr. Martin, the medical examiner,

Miss Sellway. Dr. Croft assures me that his tests
leave no doubt as to your father’s death.
Respiration has ceased, there is loss of bodily
heat, the conjunctiva have become completely
insensitive and there is the usual lividity and
flaccidity. Surely, Miss Sellway, you must
concede that your father is actually dead.”

“I do not believe it!”
Medical Examiner Martin’s voice became

stern. “The law, Miss Sellway, requires that an
autopsy be performed. You have no power to
refuse it. If you persist, much as we regret it, we
will have to place you under arrest.”

The girl said ringingly, “I will not allow you
to come into this room!”

“We have decided to give you a few more
minutes to think it over. If you refuse to admit us
when we come back, then we shall find a way of
removing your father’s body.”

Ruth’s fingers flew to her dry lips. She stood
still, listening to the footfalls again as they faded
down the hall.

“I can’t let them!” She turned quickly to
Thorne and Dayle. “Somehow I’ve got to keep

them away from him a little while longer. Dennis,
you haven’t found Dr. Durkee?”

Quietly Dayle said, “He can’t come. Ruth,
are you quite sure you’re not mistaken?”

“I’m so terribly sure! I’ve already told you,
Dennis, how it happened once before. Father
never told anyone about it, but years ago I came
across those books.” She indicated several thick
volumes lying open on the desk. “After recovering
that first time, father bought them because he was
fascinated by the thing that had happened to him. I
was frightened by what I read about it, so he
explained it to me. That’s why I know his
condition this time is the same, but deeper, more
severe.”

Phil Thorne was too bewildered to speak, but
Dayle urged, “Go on, Ruth—quickly.”

“It’s the result of exhaustion,” Ruth said.
“Months ago father was seriously ill with
pneumonia. As soon as he was up he plunged into
work, because the plant had just been awarded an
important defense contract. He worked so hard
that he wore himself out. That’s why he’s fallen
into this state.

“It’s the supreme effort of nature to give his
nerves the rest they must have. Don’t you see,
with all his vital processes suspended, he’s really
recovering from exhaustion, getting better with
every hour that passes—and soon he’ll waken
again.”

Thorne’s eyes widened.
“Really, it’s not uncommon!” Ruth hurried

on. “The books say that on the average one case
of catalepsy is discovered and reported every
week in this country. Many more cases are not
recognized—the condition is mistaken for death
by even the most careful doctors. It’s horrible to
think that so many persons are embalmed-or
buried alive—while actually still living—but it’s
true.

“You can understand now, surely, why I’m
so anxious to save father from that. I know that if
only nature is given enough time to complete her
work of healing, he’ll soon recover.”

Thorne asked quickly, “If this is true, Ruth, is
there some way of hastening it?”

ISTRAITLY she shook her head. “No, Phil.
To try to revive him would only do greater

harm to his over-strained nervous system. He

R
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must be allowed to keep on resting, to come out of
it naturally. The most essential thing is for those
around him to believe he is not dead, because
suggestion alone can help. That’s why—alone
with him here—I’ve talked to him.

“He’s conscious—subjectively but acutely
conscious of everything we’re saying and doing.
Patients who have recovered from this condition
say that they felt complete indifference to
everything going on around them—indifference
even to the burial preparations. Father hears me
talking now, but he can’t will himself to do
anything about it. You must see I’ve got to protect
him, in spite of them all!”

Dayle saw that Phil Thorne, convinced by
Ruth’s earnest argument, was feeling a new surge
of hope.

“Listen!” Dayle said. “In a few moments
they’ll be coming back. They’ll break in, Ruth—
overpower you. We can’t leave your father here!”
In silence they exchanged a message of grim
decision. Dayle reached for the light. As the snap
of the switch brought darkness, he moved to the
window, pulled the curtains apart, quietly lifted
the sash.

Dayle crawled out first. With his heavy
burden he crept behind the bushes. Ruth came
close behind him, and Thorne, now understanding
Dayle’s plan, opened the garage door a few
inches. Sellway’s limousine was in its stall. They
moved toward it—and heard a violent thumping
sound inside the house.

Inspector Smoot was forcing his way through
the locked door of the study.

Dayle took the wheel of the limousine. Ruth
was in the seat behind him, her father now lying at
her feet. Thorne was at the garage doors, keeping
them shut, waiting. Dayle touched the starter
button and the engine caught. Through its noise
they heard a loud crash.

Smoot had broken into the study. His hoarse
shout rose. It was echoed by rustling movements
in the darkness shrouding the grounds. The
detectives were running toward the study
windows. Hearing them coming near, Dayle
engaged the gears.

“Now, Phil!”
Thorne pushed the doors wide. At the same

moment Dayle sent the limousine forward. As it
swung out, Thorne leaped upon the running board.

He sidled into the car while Dayle sent it along the
drive, lights out. The detectives shouted as it
streaked past them. Dayle sent it careening
through the gate, its tires singing.

CHAPTER V
GHOST WITH A GUN

AYLE switched off the headlamps. Locust
Hollow was dark again except for the yellow

gleam in the shack windows. Thorne helped Dayle
carry the body of Alden Sellway—dead or living,
they could not yet know. Ruth hurried ahead to
open the way into the unkempt room where
Timothy Durkee had died. They lowered Sellway
to a couch.

Dayle said softly, “They might look for us
here, Ruth. The inspector heard you ask me to
find Dr. Durkee. But at least it will take time.”

They had fled from the city at top speed,
cutting through lonely dirt roads, certain that
Inspector Smoot had sent out a radio alarm. The
searching prowl cars were only part of the danger.
The removal of Sellway’s body was a serious
criminal offense in itself—if Sellway were
actually dead.

Gazing at his masklike face, Dayle added, “If
they do find us here, Ruth, there’ll be only one
more thing we can do for your father’s sake. Hold
them off, if we can. You had a gun. Did you leave
it at the house?”

Ruth dropped to her knees beside her father
and said, “I brought it, Dennis, but left it in the
car.”

At once Dayle strode out. Phil Thorne
followed him to the limousine. He snapped on the
domelight, leaned into the rear seat, and after a
moment of searching lifted his eyes warily to
Thorne’s.

“The gun is not here, Phil.”
“But Ruth said—”
“It’s gone!”
Dayle and Thorne gazed into the black

depths of the valley. The stream murmured and
the weeds stirred with a rustling sound that might
conceal the movements of someone hiding among
them. To search, Dayle knew, would be futile. He
grasped Thorne’s arm and they turned back to the
shack. Ruth looked up hopelessly as they stepped
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in.
“Watch sharp, Phil,” Dayle warned.

“Someone may be outside—someone who wants
to make certain of Sellway’s death.”

 Tensely Thorne nodded. “We’re grateful,
Dennis. Running a stiff chance, helping us like
this, you’ve shown us you’re the only friend we
have left. I want you to know that I believe what
Ruth says about her father. Even though it would
prove I didn’t kill him, I’ll do everything possible
to keep them from taking him to—to the morgue.”

Dayle moved to the door. “I’m going back.
In town I may be able to learn what Smoot means
to do now, and how close he is to finding you.
Meanwhile, Ruth, try to get some rest. Phil will
watch. I’ll relieve you, Phil, as soon as I can.”

As he closed the door Thorne sank the bolt
into its socket. Sending the limousine up the steep
road and turning it toward the city, he could not
forget that Ruth’s gun had disappeared—that now
it was held in a hidden hand . . . .

ROWL cars were still searching for the
limousine. Dodging through an outlying

residential district, Dayle swung it into the
driveway of a small apartment building. Emerging
from the parking lot on foot, he walked until,
coming into the downtown section of the suburb,
he found a taxi driver dozing at a corner.

While the cab carried him into the city
proper, he planned. He had left his own car near
the Sellway home. Since it might be found by the
searching cops, he knew he must remove it as
soon as possible. Even more important, however,
was Inspector Smoot’s strategy. In search of
news, Dayle left the taxi in front of the Item
building.

The pressure in the city room had relented.
The deadline of the final was not yet at hand, and
the staff was enjoying a brief breathing spell.
Dayle went to Neal Bannon’s desk, taking up a
fresh copy of the Item and poring over the
headlines that attributed not one but two murders
to Phil Thorne.

“Something breaking in the Sellway case,
Neal?” he asked as casually as he could.

“Plenty!” Bannon answered. “The signs say
there’s hell to pay, but that’s all I know—no
details. Smoot’s turned as ugly as a starved bear,
which means it’s going to be tough as the very

devil on somebody. But he’s not talking yet.”
Dayle smiled but offered no explanation. He

asked, instead, “But how is the death of Hathaway
Thorne two years ago tied onto Phil?”

“When Phil Thorne’s Uncle Hathaway
popped off,” Bannon said, “it looked like suicide.
Smoot doubted it—the setup smelled suspicious.
He went to work on both Thorne brothers.
Roger’s pretty wild, in a quiet way, and likes to
live high, but Phil needed money even worse, for
his aeronautical lab.

“Well, Phil inherited the greater part of the
estate because his uncle wanted to encourage his
work—twenty thousand, while the kid brother got
only five. That gave Phil the stronger motive—if
it was murder. Smoot cracked down on him, but
couldn’t prove a case.”

 The several photos printed in the Item’s
latest edition, Dayle saw, pictured Phil Thorne’s
lab—a small hangar on a grassy field outside the
city limits. An interior view showed a model
plane equipped with the new wing of radical
design which Thorne had created after years of
experiment.

Dayle recalled that the death of Phil Thorne’s
Uncle Hathaway had occurred at a crisis in Phil’s
work, when otherwise a lack of funds would have
forced him to abandon the project.

“An autopsy revealed that the uncle had died
from drinking bouillon doped with cyanide,”
Bannon went on while Dayle listened intently. “A
suicide note was found and Smoot thought it was
a forgery. The graphology experts disagreed
among themselves, but that didn’t stop Smoot.
He’s as tenacious as a bulldog—never lets go.

“He kept the Hathaway Thorne case open—
kept worrying it, creeping a little closer to the
answer, carrying on a sort of private war of
nerves. Now he’s staging a blitz. The Sellway
case is an exact parallel to the other, and it all
adds up to plenty.”

“Then you believe Phil Thorne is guilty in
both cases.”

“The evidence makes it as sure as death and
taxes,” Bannon answered. “The first time, a tin
can containing some potassium cyanide was found
buried near Thorne’s workshop. This time,
following the identical pattern, another can of
cyanide was dug up about an hour ago, in fact.
Even before it was found, Smoot proved that
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Thorne had bought the poison.”
“But Phil took hundreds of pictures as a

means of developing his data,” Dayle pointed out.
“Pictures of smokestreams formed around the new
wing he tried out in his miniature wind tunnel. He
had to have the cyanide in his darkroom. Someone
else might have sneaked the stuff out.”

ANNON smiled. “Considering each of the
two cases separately, you can guess at half a

dozen answers. Either Roger or Phil might have
spiked their Uncle Hathaway’s bouillon. In
Sellway’s case, several people stand to gain under
his will—his daughter Ruth most of all, his sister
Caroline, his brother-in-law Edward, and Phil
Thorne indirectly—not to mention Dr. Croft.”

“Croft!”
“Sellway has left a bag of money to the East

Side Clinic. For years Croft has been devoting
himself to building it up and lately it’s been
staggering from lack of equipment and too small a
staff. Well—”

“Wait,” Dayle said quickly. “Anthony Croft
was also Hathaway Thorne’s doctor.”

“Yes, but what did he get out of Hathaway
Thorne’s death? Nothing! Well, take your choice
of the suspects. But when you consider the two
cases together—” Bannon shook his head.

Hard hit by the force of this reasoning, Dayle
said, “You mean Phil is the only real link between
them.”

“Absolutely. Remember that only two
persons gained by Hathaway Thorne’s death—
Roger and Phil.”

Dayle studied the pictures of the brother
printed in this latest edition. That of Roger, taken
three years or so ago, showed that he had lately
acquired a lean, harried look, while Phil had
changed hardly at all.

“But Sellway’s death doesn’t benefit Roger
by so much as a plugged nickel,” Bannon
continued, “while Phil—good lord! He’d be
hitting the jackpot right now if he weren’t on the
lam as a killer. You can’t get away from it, Den—
two different times Phil Thorne used poison to get
himself out of a desperate money jam.”

Dayle’s face was set in a numbed expression
that caused Bannon to wag his head again as he
turned back to his work.

“Did you have some idea that your pal Phil

Thorne might be innocent? Forget it, Den, forget
it!” Then Bannon’s head lifted with an alarming
thought. “If you’ve any idea of helping him out of
this, don’t even try it! Not unless you want to find
Smoot handing you a murder rap right along with
Thorne.”

Another cab brought Dayle to an intersection
on Sycamore Drive. Dismissing it, he walked
along the quiet street, several blocks from the
Sellway home, where he had left his car. He
watched it for several cautious moments, saw
nothing to hint that it was being spotted, then
quickly strode forward again.

 He slid under the wheel, started the motor
and was about to swing from the curb when a
voice froze him—a voice that rumbled behind his
back.

“Drive to headquarters, Jack.” Rigidly Dayle
peered into the rearview mirror. There was a ghost
in it—the tall white hat of Inspector Smoot. It told
Dayle that his car had been found soon after he
had helped spirit the body of Alden Sellway out of
the city.

With tenacious patience Smoot had been
watching for him to return to it. The inspector was
sitting deep in the corner of the rear seat, his eyes
narrowed viciously.

“You heard me, Jack. Drive straight to
headquarters. You’re going to be staying there a
while.”

Dayle’s only choice was to obey. The sting
of Smoot’s gaze caused the hairs to prickle on the
back of his neck. He slowly turned the car from
the curb, hands hard on the wheel, knowing that
the inspector was armed and watching for him to
make a false move.

“That’s right, Jack,” Smoot drawled. “Take it
easy. You’ve got lots of time—all the time in the
world.”

HE center of the city lay before Dayle as he
drove. A few more blocks would bring him

into the retail district where the street lights were
bright, where any attempt Dayle might make to
escape Smoot would be most dangerous.

Police headquarters was not far beyond.
Once inside it, Dayle knew, he would be grilled
without mercy, held as an accomplice after the
fact of first-degree murder. A few more blocks . . . .

At the next street crossing Dayle spun the

B
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wheel. The car careened into a sharp U-turn.
Peering into the mirror, Dayle saw Smoot thrown
sideward. Instantly he was dragging on the hand-
brake, twisting tip, flinging himself over the back
of the seat.

He fell on Smoot. The inspector was
struggling up, pulling out his service revolver.
Dayle struck it aside, drove his fists to the blunt
point of Smoot’s chin. Smoot went limp, the gun
slipping from his loose fingers.

Dayle thrust it into his pocket, peering
around. The street was deserted; no one had seen.
Stooping again, he fished into Smoot’s hip pocket,
and this time when he straightened he had
Smoot’s hand-cuffs.

The inspector began to stir as Dayle dragged
him out. Prodding him with the gun, Dayle forced
him into the driver’s seat. Two clicks sounded as
he locked the handcuffs—one steel circle clamped
about Smoot’s wrist, the other fastened to the
steering-wheel.

Sitting in the rear seat, Dayle pointed the
inspector’s gun and saw Smoot’s eyes slitted at
him in the mirror.

“You’re doing the driving now, inspector,”
Dayle said, smiling tightly. “Do it carefully. Keep
quiet—your eyes on the road, and follow
directions.”

Smoot said thickly, “Just as you say, Jack.
The more charges I can pile up against you, the
better I’ll like it.”

His obedience, as he followed Dayle’s
orders, was ominous. He made no protest as Dayle
directed him toward the city limits. A prowl car
crept up beside him once and Smoot turned his
head, but said nothing. The patrolmen,
recognizing him, saluted and proceeded.

Dayle felt that Smoot was biding his time,
waiting for the tables to turn. Letting Dayle give
him an excuse to retaliate ruthlessly, he complied
with every word Dayle spoke, until at last they
were winding through the dry hills, descending
toward Locust Hollow.

“Stop here,” Dayle said.
Smoot braked. The car was high on the rim

of the valley. A precipitous bank, covered with
rank-growing weeds, lay on its right. The
headlamp beams streaked down the steep stretch
of road that turned below to the shack of Dr.
Durkee, which remained out of sight. Smoot eyed

Dayle with a peculiar triumphant glint, as if he
sensed that the end of the hunt was near.

The gun aimed, Dayle eased from the car.
His free hand reached into the front window past
Smoot. When he withdrew it, holding the key, the
headlamps and the ignition were turned off and
the gears were locked in reverse.

“You won’t mind waiting, inspector,” Dayle
said grimly.

He tossed the revolver to the seat beside
Smoot, then ducked around the rear of the car.
Quick movements warned him that Smoot had
snatched up the weapon. The inspector switched
the headlamps back on, but the glare did not reach
Dayle. He was over the edge of the bank, digging
his heels into dry dirt, working his way down
through the weedy jungle.

S HE reached the floor of the valley the shine
of the car disappeared. Smoot had decided to

wait in darkness, hoping that Dayle’s moves
would betray him into making a target of himself.
Lips quirked, Dayle knew that Smoot would touch
the switch again—the switch and the trigger—at
the first suspicious sound near the car. With no
intention of giving the inspector that opportunity,
Dayle hurried to the shack.

He knocked and said, “It’s Dennis!”
The bolt clicked out of its socket and Phil

Thorne opened the door. Thorne’s constant
vigilance had worn him. Dayle paused just inside
the door, gazing at Ruth and the still figure of the
man on the couch.

Shaking his head, Thorne murmured, “She’s
losing hope, Den. It’s been so long now.”

The girl was sitting on the floor, her head
resting on the couch, one of her hands clasping the
unresponsive hand of her father.

Dayle listened a moment, then turned to
Thorne. “You remember what Ruth said? If the
condition is not really death—if it is catalepsy—
he’s aware of us now. All along he’s been
conscious of everything said and done near him.
You realize what that means, Phil? If Alden
Sellway is really alive, he knows who tried to
murder him.”

Thorne’s wan face grew even paler.
“If he’s alive he knows,” Dayle insisted.

“Picture the way it must have happened. Sellway
went into his study to take his customary nap
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before dinner. While he lay there, his exhausted
nerves rebelled and this condition took hold of
him.

“When you stepped in to talk with him, Phil,
you thought he was asleep, and you went away
again without trying to disturb him, but actually
he’d dropped into a cataleptic trance. He was still
lying there like that when those poisoned capsules
were dropped into the bottle on the table near his
head—and he knew it was being done, knew who
was doing it.”

Ruth remained as motionless as her father
while Thorne listened intently.

“The guilty person had planned it all in
advance. Previously—at night, no doubt, when the
study was empty, so that it could be done
secretly—that person had come to the outside of
the window. Using a glass-cutter, it was easy to
remove a section of the pane directly in front of
the latch. Afterward it was held in place again
with transparent tape.

“These preparations made, the guilty person
next made use of some empty capsules bought at a
drug store. Intending to incriminate you, that
person took the can of cyanide from your
darkroom and filled the capsules with it. Then the
plan was complete.”

Dayle tuned his head, listening again before
he went on.

“The guilty person came back to the study
window, loosened the section of glass, unlatched
the sash, raised it. Sellway’s bottle of medicinal
capsules was within reach. The other capsules
containing poison could then be added to them
without the murderer’s having to enter the room.
Once this was done, the sash was lowered, latched
again, the section of glass replaced. It was a
shrewd scheme—except for one thing.”

Thorne’s gaze turned quickly to Ruth as she
lifted her head.

“Except for one thing the plan would have
worked,” Dayle went on rapidly. “Alden Sellway
never swallowed one of those capsules. He’d
already succumbed to the cataleptic spell. The
person who wanted to kill him did not know that.
But Sellway knew that the attempt had been
made.”

“Do you actually mean that if he recovers
he’ll be able to name the person who tried to
murder him?”

“He will.”
A quick breath burst from Ruth’s lips. Her

hands tightened on her father’s. She looked up at
Dayle and Thorne with new hope.

“It—it’s warmer!” she exclaimed softly. “His
hand has been so cold, but now—”

AYLE bent over Alden Sellway, pressed his
fingers to Sellway’s wrist. Thorne stood

tensely at his shoulder. They watched Sellway’s
waxlike face for long moments. At last Dayle
slowly shook his head.

“I thought I felt a very weak pulse, but I must
have been mistaken. There’s none now.”

Ruth’s hands remained clasped on her
father’s, her eyes still shining with hope, as Dayle
strode across the room and back.

“Listen, Phil. I’ve been thinking it out. It’s a
strange thing to say, but once Sellway was
pronounced dead by Dr. Croft, the murderer
wanted him to stay dead. Sellway’s death was
very necessary to someone. Why? Well, it would
bring money not only to Ruth, and to you through
her, Phil, but also to her Aunt Caroline, her Uncle
Edward and to Dr. Croft. But that’s only part of it.
The most important element is the murderer’s
attempt to frame you, Phil.

“The frame had two purposes. Gain was one,
because your rights in your new wing would pass
on if you were sent to the chair, but that’s
secondary. The other is far more important. By
making you seem guilty of Sellway’s death, the
murderer also made you seem guilty of Hathaway
Thorne’s death two years ago—and thereby he
cleared himself!”

“But that first case was dropped!”
“By no means,” Dayle answered. “Inspector

Smoot never stopped working on it. He’d never
give up until he learned the truth, and the killer
knew it—was haunted day and night by Smoot’s
relentlessness, until finally the strain became too
much to bear.

“He had to shake off Smoot somehow, or go
mad—because he knew he’d sooner or later get
caught—knew that Smoot’s ruthless methods
would inevitably force a confession out of him. In
order to escape that, he had to kill again, in such a
way as to fasten both killings on you, Phil. There
can be no other answer, and as for proof—though
you won’t understand it—here it is.”
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Dayle pointed to the deep raw spot on his
forehead.

“A mark left by the stone of a ring,” he said.
“A mark left when—”

Ruth cried out: “Phil! Phil!”
Dayle and Thorne turned quickly to the

couch. They stared at Alden Sellway. There was a
flicker on Sellway’s eyelids—faint, almost
indiscernible, but undeniably a twitching of tiny
muscles. There was a slow surging of breath in
Sellway’s chest. There was warmth in his body.
Dayle could feel it rising now, as he pressed his
fingers to Sellway’s wrist and felt a definite,
strengthening pulse.

Ruth called, “Father, father!”
The report was as sudden and shattering as a

lightning bolt. It roared into the tense silence of
the shack. At the same instant a hole appeared in
the faded upholstery directly above the living
body of Alden Sellway—the puncture of the
bullet.

Particles of glass flew as Dayle spun about,
and he saw the broken pane in the window on the
opposite side of the room—saw a phantom figure
hovering outside, the glitter of the leveled
automatic.

Dayle’s movements were a swift, continuous
stream. He caught up a chair, swung it overhead,
flung it toward the man whose desperate purpose
was to silence Sellway. It twirled into the window.
More glass smashed.

Still moving, Dayle struck at the lamp. The
chimney toppled off and Dayle’s breath puffed
out the wick. Blackness filled the room—but
blackness broken by the swift coppery flashes at
the window as the automatic spat again and again.

Dayle was pulling Alden Sellway off the
couch. He felt Sellway moving, trying to .get up.
Grasping Ruth’s arm he raised his voice.

“He’s hit—-hit in the temple! I feel the
blood! He’s dead!”

IS words were aimed at the window. Ruth’s
sharp cry underscored them. Dayle pulled her

down, brought his lips close to her ear.
“It’s not true! Your father’s all right. I

wanted that man—the man at the window—to
believe he’d succeeded. It was a way to stop his
firing. Listen!”

There were swift sounds in the weeds. Dayle

jumped up, found the door, jerked it wide. The
rustling noises were moving toward the steep
road, the only quick way out of the valley.
Keeping in the clear, Dayle ran in the same
direction. He heard the killer racing up the slope.
Suddenly the man with the gun was outlined
sharply against a glare of light.

In the car at the top of the hill Inspector
Smoot had switched on the headlamps. Their
shafts impaled the figure on the road above Dayle.
The man stopped, terrified, lifting the stolen
automatic. In blind frenzy he fired at the dazzling
lights. His bullets clanged into the car and one of
the headlamps vanished in a shattering burst.

The shots were echoed by the revolver in
Smoot’s hand. There were four swift flashes. The
man in the light staggered, dropped to his knees.
As he rolled in the dust Dayle moved aside, out of
the light. And he saw a scarlet twinkle—the
blood-red glitter of the ruby ring on the fallen
man’s hand.

Smoot’s voice roared down, “Dayle! Open
these cuffs! Open them!”

Ignoring him, Dayle strode back to the shack.
Darkness still lay inside the open door. There was
a confusion of voices while Dayle found the lamp.

“Yes—yes, I knew!” Alden Sellway’s tone
was tired but firm. “I heard the study window
opened, the bottle moved. I smelled him—
recognized the scent that always clung to him. I
knew—it was—”

Sellway’s voice faded as the flame reached
high from the wick, filling the shack with a yellow
glow. Alden Sellway had risen. Ruth’s head was
on his shoulder; she was sobbing, and one of his
arms was clasped around her.

As Dayle watched, smiling, Sellway’s other
hand gripped Phil Thorne’s. Their eyes turned to
Dayle.

“You know?” Sellway asked.
“It was Roger Thorne,” Dayle said . . . .

HE man who had been pronounced dead went
to the door on which the wreath hung. It

brought a dour smile to Alden Sellway’s lips.
Ruth was at his side, and Phil Thorne opened the
way. Dayle had followed them from the car, and
Inspector Smoot, hard-faced, dogged Dayle’s
steps. There were voices in the living room—
voices that ceased as Sellway appeared.
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With Dayle at the wheel, they had driven
from Locust Hollow to police headquarters. Roger
Thorne had been taken under guard to a hospital
where his bullet wounds would be treated. Two
former charges of homicide were being lodged
against him. The third man whom Roger Thorne
had attempted to poison looked strong and
refreshed as he entered the room where his own
funeral service was to have been held.

The casket, closed now, still rested among
the banked flowers, and again the flames of the
tall candles drifted in the air. Sellway’s sister
Caroline, her husband, Edward Rankin, and Dr.
Anthony Croft were present. They were struck
with silence as Sellway gazed at them.

“Don’t stare at me as if I were a ghost,”
Sellway said. “I’ve had a wonderful rest—never
felt better in my life! But you—I must say the
three of you look a trifle disappointed. I know
very well that while I lay there in that coffin you
thought of me only in terms of the money I had
bequeathed to you. Now I know exactly what I’m
going to do about you three—vultures.”

While Sellway spoke Dayle could feel the
ominous nearness of Inspector Smoot.

“You, Caroline, and you, Edward—you’ve
lived off me much too long. Pack your things and
go. As for you, Doctor Croft—please leave this
house! The next time I die, you’ll find my will
quite a different sort of document. It’ll leave
everything to my daughter and her husband.
Meanwhile I’m sure the three of us—Ruth, Phil
and I—will be very happy living here together.”

Ruth’s eyes shone and her hand clasped
Phil’s as Dr. Croft indignantly strode out. With a
sniff Caroline Rankin and her chagrined husband
followed him. Still smiling, Sellway closed the
door on them, and when he returned he was
carrying the black wreath he had brought from it.

“Please call the mortician, Phil,” he
suggested wryly, “and have him remove that
casket and those hideous flowers—and this!”

Tossing the wreath upon the empty coffin, he
turned to Smoot. “You could make considerable

trouble for Dennis Dayle, inspector, but I hope
you won’t choose to do so. If you do, I’m sure the
Item will he glad to print a statement from me
explaining just how eager you were to persecute
an innocent young man—and bury me alive.”

Smoot put on a hurt expression. “Why, you
got me wrong, Mr. Sellway,” he drawled. “I was
just playing along with Dayle, so he could have a
chance to straighten it out. Knowing he’s a smart
lad, sir, I—I wanted to give him a helping hand.”

“I’m sure he did, Mr. Sellway,” Dayle said,
his smile growing. “In fact, I’m going down to the
plant now to tell the city editor that we’d have
gotten nowhere without the inspector’s co-
operation. Good night.”

Ruth’s eyes and Phil’s flashed him a message
of gratitude. Smoot’s glacial glare, he felt, as he
turned to the door, was still threatening.
Reminding himself that the inspector’s dogged
vindictiveness might sooner or later catch up with
him despite Sellway’s intervention, he hurried out
the door on which the wreath no longer hung.

He was still hurrying when he went into the
Item building. He knew that in the city room Neal
Bannon was impatiently waiting for the startling
news he was bringing. He also had news for Pat
Marsh, the society editor—the first announcement
that Phil Thorne and Ruth Sellway were soon to
be married. But he delayed a moment in order to
respond to a signal from his boss, cherubic
Artemus Cleary, who was wagging a hand at him.

“You have the Sellway insertions?” Cleary
asked excitedly. Busy with his department store
ads, he apparently had not heard of the break in
the case. “The card of thanks and the rest—you
have them?”

 “I’m afraid not, sir,” Dayle said. “I feel it
would not be quite proper to solicit my kind of
business from a man who’s still living. But I have
another notice—an important one concerning
another man died tonight. It will remind the city
that his is a name to be remembered with respect.
It’s Timothy Durkee—Doctor Timothy Durkee.”


